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Abstract
We use an information-gap framework to capture the diverse motives driving the preference to obtain or

avoid information. Beyond the conventional desire for information as an input to decision making, people

are driven by curiosity, which is a desire for knowledge for its own sake, even in the absence of material

benefits. People are additionally motivated to seek out information about issues they like thinking about and

avoid information about issues they do not like thinking about (an “ostrich effect”). The standard economic

framework is enriched with the insights that knowledge has valence, that ceteris paribus people want to fill

in information gaps, and that, beyond contributing to knowledge, information affects the focus of attention.
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1 Introduction

Standard accounts of utility maximization tend to treat information as subservient to consumption. Specifi-

cally, the standard economic theory of information (Stigler, 1961) assumes that people seek out information

because, and only to the extent that, it enables them to make superior decisions that raise their expected

utility from consumption. However, research in psychology, decision theory, and most recently economics,

has identified a number of other motives underlying the demand for information, from the powerful force of

curiosity (Loewenstein, 1994) to the pleasures of anticipation (Loewenstein, 1987) apart from any material

benefits the information might confer. At the same time, there are many situations in which people actively

resist acquiring information (Sweeny et al., 2010; Golman, Hagmann and Loewenstein, 2015). For example,

people often choose to not obtain medical tests, even when the test is costless (e.g., simply checking a box

when giving a blood sample) and even when the results of the test could provide valuable information for

decision making (e.g., whether to obtain treatment) (Lyter et al., 1987; Lerman et al., 1996; Lerman et al.,

1999; Caplin and Eliaz, 2003; Köszegi, 2003; Thornton, 2008; Oster et al., 2013). The purpose of this paper

is to identify different motives underlying the acquisition or avoidance of information and show that they can

be accounted for in a unified theoretical framework in which information not only informs decision making

but also directly impacts utility by changing beliefs and redirecting the focus of attention. The theory we

develop, based on assumptions we have proposed (and provided motivation for) in an earlier paper (Gol-

man and Loewenstein, 2015), has a variety of implications that distinguish it from the standard economic

theory of the demand for information. Here, we generate predictions of this theory that are consistent with

well-documented patterns of behavior as well as a number of novel predictions that are testable, but as yet

untested.

The standard economic account of the value of information predicts that (outside of strategic situations)

valid information will never be valued negatively since, at worst, it can be ignored, i.e., not taken into

account in decision making. Previous treatments of information avoidance in economics have generally

derived information-avoidance from exotic risk preferences (e.g., Kreps and Porteus, 1978; Wakker, 1988;

Grant et al., 1998; Dillenberger, 2010; Andries and Haddad, 2015) or belief-based utility with loss aversion

(e.g., Köszegi, 2006; Karlsson et al., 2009; Köszegi, 2010) – i.e., from various models which assume that

getting negative surprises is worse, hedonically, than receiving positive surprises.1 In contrast, our model

hypothesizes that information avoidance derives from the desire to avoid increasing attention on a negative

anticipated outcome. While we also hypothesize that awareness of uncertainty is aversive (which, we argue,

is the underlying cause of curiosity), the desire to distract attention from potentially unpleasant beliefs can,

in some situations, trump curiosity and lead to information avoidance.

We identify three motives underlying the desire to obtain or avoid information. As in the standard

economic account, we recognize that information derives value by enabling one to make better subsequent

decisions leading to superior expected outcomes. Secondly, individuals may seek or avoid information

because they anticipate that what they discover will be pleasurable or painful. From a Bayesian perspective,

it might seem strange that a decision maker would expect that obtaining information, which by its very nature

1Information avoidance has also been rationalized as a self-control mechanism (see Carillo and Mariotti, 2000; Bernheim and
Thomadsen, 2005; Dana et al., 2007), much like how information might be avoided in strategic settings to influence other players.
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is not known, would have a non-zero expected impact on utility (see Eliaz and Spiegler, 2006). However, we

assume that obtaining news tends to increase attention to it (as in Gabaix et al., 2006; Tasoff and Madarász,

2009); i.e., to know something, at least at the moment of finding out, has a greater impact on utility than

merely to suspect it. This impact-magnifying effect of new information leads to the implication that people

will seek information about questions they like thinking about and will avoid information about questions

they do not like thinking about. Lastly, people may want information to satisfy curiosity. We conceive of

curiosity as a fundamental desire to fill ‘information gaps’ – specific uncertainties that one recognizes and

is aware of (Loewenstein, 1994).2

Our approach builds on the insights of Caplin and Leahy (2001). Caplin and Leahy recognize that an-

ticipatory feelings about prizes that might be received in the future can affect utility. We follow them (and

Köszegi (2010) as well) in applying expected utility theory to psychological states rather than to physical

prizes, but we expand the domain of psychological states that people can have feelings about. In doing so,

we incorporate Tasoff and Madarász’s (2009) insight that information stimulates attention and thus com-

plements anticipatory feelings. Kreps and Porteus (1978) present a model capturing preferences for early

or late resolution of uncertainty, and Dillenberger (2010) captures preferences for one-shot or sequential

resolution of uncertainty; their research thus deals with when, but not whether, an individual prefers to ac-

quire information. Our model focuses just on the latter issue, but with it one could address the timing of

uncertainty resolution by making additional assumptions about time preference.

Benabou and Tirole (2002) also allow people to care about their beliefs. In their model, beliefs about the

self (i.e., self-confidence or self-esteem) affect motivation to complete a task that requires will power, and

thereby beliefs play into the utility function. Köszegi’s (2006) model has a similar flavor and allows beliefs

about the self to directly affect utility. These models predict information avoidance when people have high

self-confidence and don’t want new information to taint this view. Our model, on the other hand, predicts

information avoidance in different circumstances, specifically when people hold more negative beliefs. In

Section 3.4 we describe conditions in which information avoidance is more likely to occur.

Brunnermeier and Parker (2005) propose a model in which people choose their beliefs. In Oster et al.’s

(2013) application of Brunnermeier and Parker’s model to testing for Huntington’s Disease, they assume

that people avoid getting tested so they can remain optimistic. Our model does not address optimism or

pessimism, and assumes that ex-ante beliefs are the expectation of possible ex-post beliefs, in accordance

with Bayesian updating. In our model people avoid obtaining information so as to not increase attention to

something that is uncomfortable to think about, not to avoid updating beliefs. In Section 3.5 we provide an

alternative account of test-avoidance based on people managing attention rather than maintaining optimism.

Benabou (2013) explores spillovers related to denial of bad news or information avoidance, identifying

contexts in which such behaviors are likely to spread throughout a group of people. This work demon-

strates that preferences about information, of the kind we consider here, have meaningful consequences for

organizations and markets.3

2Research in psychology and neuroscience provides evidence that visual information acquisition favors cues that have previ-
ously brought good news as well as greater reductions in uncertainty; see Gottlieb et al. (2014).

3Several other papers have also shared the notion that people care about their beliefs (Akerlof and Dickens, 1982; Abelson,
1986; Loewenstein, 1987; Geanakoplos et al., 1989; Asch et al., 1990; Yariv, 2001; Kadane et al., 2008).
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2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Utility over Cognitive States

Following Golman and Loewenstein (2015), we represent a person’s state of awareness with a set of activated

questions Q = {Q1, . . . , Qm}, where each question Qi has a set of possible (mutually exclusive) answers

Ai = {A1
i , A

2
i , . . .}.4 We let X denote a set of prizes. Denote the space of answer sets together with prizes

as α = A1×A2× · · · ×Am×X . A cognitive state can then be defined by a probability measure π defined

over α (i.e., over possible answers to activated questions as well as eventual prizes) and a vector of attention

weights w = (w1, . . . , wm) ∈ Rm+ , as depicted in Table 1. A utility function is defined over cognitive states,

written as u(π,w).

Activated Questions Possible Answers Subjective Probabilities∗ Attention Weights
Q1 A1 = {A1

1, A
2
1, . . .} [π1(A

1
1), π1(A

2
1), . . .] w1

...
...

...
...

Qm Am = {A1
m, A

2
m, . . .} [πm(A1

m), πm(A2
m), . . .] wm

Possible Prizes
N/A X = {x, x′, x′′, . . .} [πX(x), πX(x′), . . .] N/A

∗Answers to different questions are not generally independent. Typically, the joint probability measure π 6= π1 · · ·πm · πX .

Table 1: Representation of a cognitive state.

The probability measure reflects a subjective probability judgment about the answers to the activated

questions and the prizes that may be received. The subjective probability over these prizes is in general

mutually dependent with the subjective probability over answers to activated questions. That is, material

outcomes may correlate with answers about activated questions (and the answer to one question may cor-

relate with the answer to another). We can consider a marginal distribution πi that specifies the subjective

probability of possible answers to question Qi or πX that specifies the subjective probability over prizes.5

The attention weights specify how much a person is thinking about each question and, in turn, how

much the beliefs about those questions directly impact utility. The attention wi on question Qi is assumed

to be strictly increasing in, and to have strictly increasing differences in, the question’s importance γi and

salience σi as well as to be strictly increasing in the surprise δi associated with it. We consider salience to

be exogenous, whereas an individual’s actions can endogenously affect importance and surprise. We return

to characterize these concepts in Section 2.3 after first describing the choice setting.

A choice to acquire information is essentially a choice to accept a lottery over cognitive states because,

ex ante, one cannot know what one will discover. At any point in time an individual can be characterized

by a prior cognitive state consisting of subjective probability measure π0 and attention weight vector w0.

4There is presumably an infinite set of latent questions that an individual could, in principle, ask, but is not currently aware of.
We typically take the set of activated questions as given. Of course, in reality an individual’s actions may lead to becoming aware
of new questions. Moreover, in some unusual cases, such as the choice to read a whodunit, the individual may even anticipate that
an action will cause a question to be activated, albeit without knowing what that question will be. Golman and Loewenstein (2015)
suggest that becoming aware of new questions is a source of wisdom which may be quite appealing as long as the utility to be
gained from the possible answers to the questions is non-negative and the disutility of the newly created information gaps is not
especially large.

5For any Ã ⊆ Ai, we have πi(Ã) = π(A1 × · · · × Ai−1 × Ã ×Ai+1 × · · · × Am ×X).
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Upon learning answer Ai to question Qi, one’s subjective probability measure over ∆(α) changes from π0

to πAi = π0(·|Ai) due to conditioning of beliefs on the discovered answer, and one’s attention weight vector

changes from w0 to wAi due to surprise. We assume Bayesian updating so that
∑

Ai∈Ai π
0
i (Ai)π

Ai = π0.6

Thus, acquiring information necessarily decreases expected entropy (see, e.g., Cover and Thomas, 1991, pg.

27).

Given that we think of acquiring information as accepting a lottery over cognitive states, standard

von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) assumptions imply an expected utility representation over cogni-

tive states.7 Choice from among a set of sequences of actions S, where early actions may reveal information

that will inform later actions, is represented as utility maximization: a sequence s∗ ∈ S may be chosen

by a decision maker in the cognitive state (π,w) if s∗ ∈ arg maxs∈S u (s·(π,w)).8 We then define a util-

ity function over cognitive states, contingent on the set of sequences of actions that may subsequently be

chosen:

U(π,w | S) = max
s∈S

u (s·(π,w)) . (1)

We also define the desirability of a sequence of actions s in cognitive state (π,w) as the marginal utility

relative to doing nothing:

D(s |π,w) = u (s·(π,w))− u (π,w) .

2.2 The Desire for (or to Avoid) Information

It follows directly that the utility of receiving information can be captured as the difference between the

expected utility after receiving the information and the ex ante utility before receiving the information.

Given a prior cognitive state (π0,w0) and a set S of subsequent sequences of actions available to the decision

maker, we define the desire for information answering question Qi as

Di =
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)U
(
πAi ,wAi | S

)
− U

(
π0,w0 | S

)
. (2)

Naturally, when this quantity is positive (or negative), an individual seeks (or avoids, respectively) the

answer to question Qi.

Learning the answer to a question has three consequences: 1) the information may affect the value of

6While people have preferences about their beliefs (and the attention paid to them), we do not treat beliefs (or attention)
as choice variables (as Brunnermeier and Parker (2005) do). People can choose whether or not to acquire information that will
influence beliefs, but we assume that one’s beliefs, given one’s information, are constrained by Bayesian inference.

7While nonlinear probability weighting or reference-dependent valuation are as plausible for information preferences as for
those involving only outcomes, we adopt an expected utility representation as a simplification to make the model tractable and to
focus attention on the novel aspects of the framework. Additionally, although it is not our focus in this paper, behavior that has
been ascribed to these effects might instead be accounted for by considering cognitive states, rather than material outcomes, as the
objects of valuation in an expected utility model. For example, low-stakes risk aversion (Rabin, 2000), typically attributed to loss
aversion, could also be attributed to the discomfort of thinking about uncertainties (Golman, Loewenstein and Gurney, 2015), and
the endowment effect, also commonly thought of as a consequence of loss aversion, could arise if people ask themselves if they are
getting a good deal (and care about the answer) (Weaver and Frederick, 2012). Indeed, the fundamental concept of an information
gap in our question-answer framework already has elements that are reminiscent of reference-dependence even without building
such dependence explicitly into the model.

8We represent a sequence of contingent actions s ∈ S as a single operator on the prior cognitive state with the convention
that each action operator passes through a distribution over cognitive states, akin to reduction of compound lotteries over cognitive
states.
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subsequent actions that may be chosen from S; 2) the information may change the probabilities associated

with different answers (the transition from π0 to πAi); and 3) the information may change the attention

weights (the transition from w0 to wAi). We can now identify in Equation 2 three corresponding sources

for the desire to acquire or to avoid information: 1) the instrumental value of that information; 2) curiosity;

and 3) motivated attention.

Instrumental value, derived from the usefulness of information for affecting future actions (e.g., in-

forming future decisions), has been recognized in economics for a long time. The instrumental value of

information answering question Qi, when the set S of subsequent sequences of actions is available, is

DIV
i =

∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai) max
s∈S

D(s |πAi ,wAi) − max
s∈S

D(s |π0,w0). (3)

This is the difference between the expected utility gain from subsequent actions after having acquired the in-

formation and the utility gain that could be derived from subsequent actions without having this information

(see, e.g., Hirshleifer and Riley, 1979).

Curiosity has been recognized by psychologists as the desire for knowledge for its own sake, apart from

any benefits that knowledge may confer. We isolate curiosity for the answer to question Qi as

DC
i =

∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)u
(
πAi ,w0

)
− u

(
π0,w0

)
. (4)

This is the gain in utility from updating beliefs, holding attention weights fixed.

Motivated attention to (or avoidance of) information arises from the impact of an informational action

on attention. We express this as

DMA
i =

∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)
(
u
(
πAi ,wAi

)
− u

(
πAi ,w0

))
. (5)

Putting together these three motives yields the desirability of information answering question Qi,

Di = DIV
i +DC

i +DMA
i .

We address each of these motives, along with the phenomena they produce, in Section 3.

2.3 Attention

We assume that three factors – salience, importance, and surprise – contribute to the attention weights.

Salience reflects the degree to which a particular context highlights the question. For example, a question

could be salient if it has recently come up in conversation (i.e., it has been primed) or if other aspects of the

environment remind an individual about it. Alternatively, a question could be more salient to an individual

if the answer is, in principle, knowable, and even more so if other people around her know the answer but

she does not. We assume that a question Qi is activated if and only if it has positive salience σi > 0.

A question is important to the extent that one’s utility depends on the answer. To characterize the impor-

tance of questionQi, we consider the probabilities of discovering any possible answerAi ∈ Ai (or, omitting
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answers thought to be impossible, in the support of the individual’s belief about the question, supp(πi)) and

the utilities of the cognitive states (πAi ,wAi) that would result from discovering each possible answer Ai
contingent upon having the set S of sequences of actions subsequently available. We assume that the impor-

tance γi of question Qi is a function of the subjective distribution of utilities that would result from different

answers to the question,

γi = φ
(〈
π0i (Ai), U

(
πAi ,wAi | S

)〉
Ai∈ supp(π0

i )

)
, (6)

that increases with mean-preserving spreads of the distribution of utilities and that is invariant with respect to

constant shifts of utility.9 According to our definition, importance depends on utility, which in turn depends

on the attention weight, but importance also contributes to attention weight. This circularity captures the

dynamic processes giving rise to obsession: attention to a question raises its importance, and the elevated

importance gives rise to intensified attention. Nevertheless, raising the stakes associated with a question

clearly increases its importance. Yet, if an answer is known with certainty, then by our definition nothing

is at stake, so the underlying question is no longer important. We assume that there is some delay after

acquiring information before an individual can adapt to it and adjust the importance of the questions being

addressed.

The surprise one experiences upon acquiring new information reflects the degree to which this infor-

mation changes existing beliefs. We assume that when the answer Aj (to question Qj) is learned (thereby

providing information about associated questions and causing their subjective probabilities to be updated),

the degree of surprise associated with revised belief about questionQi can be defined as the Kullback-Leibler

divergence of πAji against the prior π0i :

δi(π
Aj
i ||π

0
i ) =

∑
Ai∈Ai

π
Aj
i (Ai) log

π
Aj
i (Ai)

π0i (Ai)
.

Surprise is positive with any new information and is greatest when one learns the most unexpected answer

with certainty. However, the feeling of surprise is not permanent. We assume that when the decision maker

adapts to new information it ceases to be surprising.

The impact of new information on attention is greatest when uncertainty about a question is resolved

completely. Surprise immediately spikes, but in the long run fades, and the underlying question becomes

unimportant because, with the answer known, there is no longer a range of possible answers. The belief

resolution effect refers to the resulting dynamic pattern of attention. When an answer is learned with cer-

tainty, there is an immediate boost in attention weight on it, but as the person adapts over time, this attention

9This definition encompasses many sources of importance. Questions may be intrinsically important, meaning that utility is
directly dependent on the answer. Similarly, questions may have implicit importance if one cares about the answer to a correlated
question, i.e., if the answer reveals a clue about something else with underlying intrinsic importance. Questions may also be
materially important, meaning that the prize correlates with the answer (and utility is dependent on the prize). To make the
comparisons concrete, the outcome of a competition between a home team and a divisional rival would be intrinsically important,
and the outcome of a preseason tuneup game might be implicitly important for what it reveals about the home team’s prospects for
the coming year, whereas the outcome of a game on which one has wagered, but otherwise does not care about, would be materially
important. In another instance, material importance may be derived from a subsequent decision. For example, the outcome of the
preseason game might be materially important if one is deciding whether to bet on the teams’ upcoming games.
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weight falls to a lower level. Janis (1958) implicitly recognized the belief resolution effect, observing that

surgical patients getting information about their upcoming procedures initially worry more about the surgery

but subsequently experience less anxiety.

2.4 Example: Contemplating Teaching Ratings

To illustrate the modeling of a cognitive state, consider a college professor deciding whether or not to look

at her teaching ratings. The set of activated questions (and possible answers) might include: “How many of

my students liked my teaching?” (0, 1, 2, . . . ); “Did they applaud on the last day of class?” (yes/no); “How

good a teacher am I?” (great, good, so-so, bad, awful); “Will I get tenure?” (yes/no). Prior belief about the

first question might be quite uncertain. The answer to the second question, on the other hand, might already

be known with certainty. There may or may not be much uncertainty about the third and fourth questions.

All of these beliefs (to the extent they are uncertain) are jointly dependent. The material outcome might be

next year’s salary, which would also depend on (but not be completely determined by) whether or not she

gets tenure. Looking at the ratings will definitively answer the first question and may resolve some, but not

all, of the uncertainty surrounding the other issues.

We may not know the precise levels of attention paid to each of the questions above, but we can make

some comparisons across different contexts. When the professor first becomes aware that the teaching rat-

ings have been compiled, the question of how many students liked her teaching becomes somewhat salient.

If colleagues proceed to discuss their ratings at a faculty meeting, the question then becomes more salient.

On the other hand, if the professor is presently giving a research talk, the question becomes much less

salient. If the professor teaches at a liberal arts college, her teaching ratings should be more correlated with

her prospects for tenure than if she teaches at a research university. Thus, we would expect the question of

how many students liked the professor’s teaching to be more important if she is at the liberal arts college

than if she is at the research university. Similarly, if she cares more about getting tenure, e.g., if she is com-

mitted to an academic career as opposed to considering a private job offer, these questions would be more

important to her. Lastly, if she has recently discovered some criticism of her teaching, the surprise associ-

ated with her shifted expectations would cause her to focus more attention on the question of her teaching

ratings, especially if the criticism was unexpected. But, if she has gotten used to such criticism and become

convinced she is a bad teacher, the surprise will have worn off and it will cease to seem so important and

she may pay little attention to her teaching ratings, as the belief resolution effect occurs.

The possibility of enrolling in a teacher improvement class would be relevant for the decision whether

to look at the teaching ratings. Given the option subsequently to enroll in the teacher improvement class or

not to enroll in the class, we model looking at the ratings as resolving a lottery over cognitive states, each

of which having utility that is conditional on making the optimal choice of the subsequent action (to enroll

or not to enroll). Finding out the teaching ratings would inform the decision whether or not to enroll in the

class, so the information has instrumental value. The resolution into a specific cognitive state still impacts

utility directly as well. If the professor comes to believe she is a good (bad) teacher and to pay more attention

to this belief, she will feel good (bad). Motivated attention supports looking (not looking) if she anticipates

good (bad) news. On the other hand, if the professor avoids looking at her teaching ratings entirely, the

uncertainty about them may continue to bother her. Curiosity pushes her to resolve this uncertainty.
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2.5 A Specific Utility Function

To make precise predictions about preferences for (or to avoid) information, we consider a specific utility

function. This utility function should allow attention weights to modulate the impact of beliefs on utility,

should allow that certain beliefs may have intrinsic value or valence,10 and should capture a general aversion

to uncertainty or preference for clarity. The desire for clarity is central to the phenomenon of curiosity, which

we discuss in greater depth in Section 3.2. Similarly, the desire to (partially) control the attention weight

on beliefs with positive or negative valence is central to the phenomenon of motivated attention, which we

discuss further in Section 3.3.

To capture a preference for clarity, we make use of a common measure of the uncertainty about a

particular question Qi: the entropy of the subjective probability distribution over its answers, H(πi) =

−
∑

Ai∈Ai πi(Ai) log πi(Ai) with the convention that 0 log 0 = 0 (Shannon 1948).11 We consider the

utility function

u(π,w) =
∑
x∈X

πX(x)vX(x) +
m∑
i=1

wi

 ∑
Ai∈Ai

πi(Ai)vi(Ai) −H(πi)

 . (7)

The first term describes expected utility over prizes and the remaining terms describe the utilities of beliefs

about each activated question, amplified by the attention weights on each of these questions. Golman and

Loewenstein (2015) describe properties that characterize this utility function. Our primary focus here is

exploring the patterns of behavior that this utility function implies.

3 Information Acquisition and Avoidance

As in the standard economic account, the possibility of taking subsequent actions after acquiring information

gives useful information instrumental value. Additionally, by incorporating the preference for clarity in the

utility function in Equation (7), we are able to capture curiosity. The fact, mentioned in passing in Section 2,

that acquiring information decreases expected entropy implies that curiosity (as represented by Equation (4))

is always positive. And finally, by incorporating attention weights in the utility function, we can capture

motivated attention to (or avoidance of) information. Whereas curiosity can only motivate an individual

to acquire information, motivated attention (as represented by Equation (5)) may at times drive a person’s

desire to avoid information. We address each of the three motives in turn, before concluding this section with

predictions about information acquisition and avoidance that result from integrating these distinct motives.

3.1 The Instrumental Value of Information

The traditional economics of information is solely concerned with the usefulness of information for making

future decision, as illustrated by a professor’s desire to examine her teaching ratings before deciding whether

to enroll in a teacher improvement class. Instrumental value from information that allows one to make a

10We can identify as positive (neutral / negative) beliefs those for which increasing attention on the belief increases (does not
affect / decreases) utility.

11The base of the logarithm in the entropy formula is arbitrary and amounts to a normalization parameter.
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better choice among subsequent actions shows up in Equation (3).12 In addition, by recognizing the utility

of beliefs, Equation (3) incorporates a new source of instrumental value: information can make an intended

subsequent action more (or less) attractive. An art lover, for example, might read about an artist before

observing his new exhibit at the museum. Discovering an initial piece of (surprising) information about the

artist may increase attention on relevant questions about his style, stimulating curiosity about the exhibition

and, in turn, leading to a greater utility gain when this curiosity is eventually resolved. Similarly, a person

reading a novel might ask a friend not to give away the ending, temporarily avoiding information until it

will have the most impact (and thus not ruining a good surprise). By the same token, instrumental actions

can also alter the value of information that one intends to acquire. For example, giving away money may

have additional value (beyond the direct selfish cost and altruistic benefit) if a person anticipates finding out

how the recipient views or uses the gift (Ellingsen and Johannesson, 2008).

3.2 Curiosity

While curiosity has gotten short shrift in the economics literature, there is ample evidence that it is distinct

from instrumental value as a motive for acquiring information. There are countless things people want to

know despite having no use for the information. There is a natural inclination to resolve information gaps,

even for questions of no importance and even when all possible answers have neutral valence. Of course,

curiosity can also complement instrumental value, and people are often more curious about information that

promises to be useful.

In a review of the psychological literature on curiosity, one of the authors of this paper (Loewenstein,

1994) introduced the concept of an information gap and proposed that curiosity occurs when an individual

becomes aware of a gap in his or her knowledge that could potentially be filled by information. That is, a

gap opens when a question becomes activated but the answer is not known with certainty. The association

of curiosity with an information gap that is attracting attention suggests a natural explanation for the fact

that, as Kang et al. (2009) reported, subjects are better able to recall the answers to questions that they

have previously reported being curious about. To wit, curiosity results, in part, from increased attention on

a question, which should aid memory for the answer. Indeed, Kang et al. (2009) link curiosity to pupil

dilation, which is a well-known, reliable measure of attention (Kahneman, 1973). The information gap

account suggests that an individual’s degree of curiosity will depend on three factors.

The first factor is somewhat obvious: curiosity tends to be stronger about questions that are more im-

portant. For example, people tend to care a lot about what kind of person they are, and about how others

perceive them – even when knowledge of this information has no practical use. So, people will naturally be

more curious about information that helps to answer these questions than about information that could help

to answer similar questions, but about another person. People also tend to care about material outcomes

beyond their control.13 Ganguly and Tasoff (2015) find that people are more curious about the results of lot-

teries with higher stakes, which are of course more important, according to our definition. Returning to the

12We readily admit that people do not typically accurately assess the usefulness of information (see, e.g., Hoffman, 2012). We
assume for simplicity that people know their own utilities, but this assumption could be modified to allow for heuristic assessment
of instrumental value.

13Recent research showing that people are willing to pay for non-instrumental information relating to anticipated payoffs (Eliaz
and Schotter, 2010; Powdthavee and Riyanto, 2015) is consistent with this insight.
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example of a college professor’s teaching ratings, suppose the professor is uncertain whether she is a good

teacher or whether she will get tenure, so that these questions are important and get a lot of attention. (Being

a good teacher may not necessarily correlate with getting tenure, but it nevertheless may be important if

she intrinsically cares about it.) If her teaching ratings correlate sufficiently with these important questions,

these ratings may be very important as well. In this case, the professor would pay a lot of attention to her

ratings and be very curious to see them. On the other hand, if the professor already has tenure and great

confidence in her teaching ability, then another semester’s ratings may not be so important, and curiosity

would be slight.

Second, and more interestingly, curiosity tends to be an increasing function of the salience of the infor-

mation gap. For example, if a college professor hears her colleagues discussing their teaching ratings, the

issue would be more salient to her, and she would be more curious about her own. For another example,

consider a student’s desire to know the score they obtained on a test. One can imagine a progression of

contextual factors that would lead to increasing salience (Table 2) and, thus, increasing attention weight. We

Increasing Salience not yet takeny taken, but not yet scored
taken and scored
taken and scored, and displayed by someone who knows the score

Table 2: The salience of a test.

would thus predict that the student would become successively more curious about the test score after it was

taken, after it was scored, and then when the teacher displays the graded tests to the class. As we discuss in

Section 3.3, however, curiosity about the test score could be offset by a desire to avoid thinking about the

test if one expects a bad score.

The third factor contributing to curiosity is epiphany – people are especially motivated to acquire infor-

mation that has the potential to fill multiple information gaps at once. Most items of information that address

one question are also likely to shed light on other questions. For example, the answer to the question “What

were my teaching ratings last semester?” might also shed light on the question “Will I get tenure?” as well

as “Am I a smart, clever and articulate individual?” The eureka moment of sudden comprehension involves

discovering a new piece of information, perhaps insignificant by itself, but which resolves many other ques-

tions coherently. If a person became aware of a new question whose answer correlates with many questions

she is already asking, she’d have particularly strong curiosity because answering this question would help

her answer many other activated questions at the same time.

We can see, by examining Equation (4), how each of these factors – the importance of an informa-

tion gap, its salience, and the potential for epiphany – drive curiosity in our model. Adopting the utility

representation in Equation (7), we see that curiosity (as formalized in Equation (4)) comes from the ex-

pected reduction in entropy of uncertain beliefs, weighted by the attention placed on those beliefs.14 (The

terms involving valence cancel out.) Answering a question with greater relevance to other questions (i.e.,

14Entropy times attention weight, as built into Equation (7), satisfies Berlyne’s (1957b) criteria for a measure of the internal
conflict or dissonance in one’s cognitive state. Conflict, the potential for surprise, and uncertainty are all drivers of curiosity, and
are all related through the concept of information entropy (Berlyne, 1954; Berlyne, 1957a).
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greater potential for epiphany) offers more potential reductions in expected entropy, so such questions gen-

erate stronger curiosity. Similarly, questions that are more important or more salient attract more attention

weight, which magnifies the expected entropy reduction and accentuates curiosity. Both effects rely on the

fact that acquiring information necessarily reduces expected entropy (assuming Bayesian updating).

One surprising feature of curiosity discussed in Loewenstein’s review is that the pleasure one derives

from obtaining information one is curious about often seems incommensurate (on the negative side) with

the intensity of the drive to obtain the information. A juicy nugget of gossip is eagerly received but soon

forgotten. This property is naturally accommodated by the assumptions that surprise fades over time and

that answered questions (or filled information gaps) lose their importance – the “belief resolution effect”

discussed in Section 2.3. The attention weight associated with a particular question initially rises when the

definitive answer is learned, but ultimately falls below its prior level. The satisfaction of curiosity will be

disappointing to the extent that this drop in attention weight occurs rapidly (as seems likely to be the case)

and unexpectedly.

3.3 Motivated Attention

Motivated attention allows desire for information to depend on the valences of possible answers even though

one cannot know a priori which answer the information will reveal. In our model, simply getting a definitive

answer attracts attention through surprise. If an answer has positive valence, then thinking more about it

when it is revealed increases utility (even if an answer that good was expected). Conversely, thinking more

about an answer with negative valence decreases utility (even if an answer that bad was expected).

Returning to the example of the college professor’s teaching ratings, if the professor is uncertain whether

she is a good or a great teacher (i.e., all possible answers have positive valence), then she would enjoy

looking at her ratings. On the other hand, if she is uncertain whether she is a bad or an awful teacher (i.e.,

all possible answers have negative valence), then looking at (and thinking about) her ratings is likely to be

unpleasant. Whether she does want to look at her ratings should depend on her expectation of how positive

those ratings will be, which might depend, for example, on whether or not her students applauded on the last

day of class. (If the students applauded, her beliefs about her teaching ratings and ability should shift and

have higher expected valence.) Generally, in the short-term it is better to receive news when one suspects

that the news is good and worse to receive news when one suspects that the news is bad. The successful

teacher is likely to tear open the course evaluations, whereas the unsuccessful teacher is more likely to

dispose of the unopened envelope or hide it in a place where it will hopefully be forgotten.

It is straightforward to see in Equation (5) that motivated attention is increasing in the valences of possi-

ble answers because the updated attention weights (immediately upon acquiring new information) increase

due to surprise. The extra attention weight amplifies the value of newly acquired beliefs, leading to a gain or

loss in utility. Naturally, people prefer to think about positive rather than negative situations, so they tend to

desire information about questions with high-valence answers and to avoid information about questions with

low-valence answers (assuming, as this distinction requires, that utility is separable across certain subsets

of questions). For example, most people enjoy opening a gift (an informational action, as distinct from the

instrumental action of accepting the gift). On the other hand, most people do not enjoy going to see the
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doctor for a diagnosis.15

The “belief resolution effect” (discussed in Section 2.3) implies, however, that this ranking of situations

is likely to reverse in the longer-term when attention weights on updated beliefs drop because over time peo-

ple are better able to adapt to definitive than to uncertain conditions. According to our theory, surprise fades

and certainty allows one to pay less attention to the bad news because it eventually seems less important.

One study found that people with temporary (i.e., potentially reversible) colostomies (a medical procedure

in which one’s bowels empty into a bag) reported greater levels of happiness (lower levels of misery) right

after the procedure than those with permanent ones, but over a short span of time the happiness levels of the

two groups reversed; those with permanent colostomies then reported relatively greater levels of happiness

(Smith et al., 2009). So, it might be better initially to have definitive good news, and worse to have defini-

tive bad news, but over time the situation is likely to change because people adapt to both good and bad

news, when it is definitive. While ignorance may be bliss, a persistent nagging doubt about the possibility

of a negative state of affairs, such as a concern that one’s child might be taking drugs, tends to be quite

unpleasant. Despite the long-term consequences, we expect that people typically avoid confronting issues

they don’t like thinking about, but we also recognize that people with greater foresight may choose to obtain

information about such issues and may ultimately feel better for having done so.

The same situation, but in reverse, occurs for positive information. Research in psychology suggests that

uncertainty, e.g., about whether something is true, or about why it might be true, can prolong the pleasure

of good news (Wilson et al., 2005). In 3 experiments, Wilson and coauthors induced experimental subjects

to experience a positive event (e.g., receive an unexpected gift of a dollar coin) under conditions of certainty

or uncertainty (e.g., it was easy or difficult to make sense of the text on the card). Subjects’ positive moods

lasted longer in the uncertain conditions, though they also found that people seemed to be unaware that this

was the case. This lack of awareness suggests, first, that people are most likely to make decisions based on

initial reactions (seeking news that clarifies positive beliefs and avoiding news relating to negative beliefs),

and, second, that these decisions are unlikely to maximize long-term experienced utility.

To the extent that people are aware of the dynamic consequences of certainty and uncertainty for negative

and positive outcomes, we should predict that people who are more far-sighted – who discount the future

less – will be more prone to resolve uncertainty about negative events so as to ‘take the hit’ then get on

with their lives. That, in fact, has been found – people with low time discounting (as measured by self-

reported financial planning horizons) are more likely to undergo cancer screening (Picone et al., 2004). By

the same token, we might also predict that people who are more short-sighted will be more prone to resolve

uncertainty about positive events, enjoying the momentary pleasure, but shortening its duration.

15While it may seem counterintuitive that people would evaluate news as good or bad in an absolute sense, as opposed to in
terms of deviations from expectations, some beliefs are clearly good or bad in an absolute sense, and people should want to avoid
increasing attention to those which are bad. The vain person, for example, might choose to look in the mirror at every opportunity,
despite the fact that little new information is likely to be gained (and, in fact given ceiling effects, any large information shocks are
more likely to be negative than positive), and individuals who are discontent with their appearance are, by the same logic, likely to
avoid mirrors. Consistent with the idea that people avoid bad news (and voluntarily expose themselves to good news) even when
the ‘news’ is already known, Sicherman et al. (forthcoming) found that investors with retirement portfolios (who traded little) were
much more likely to log on to their accounts multiple times on a weekend (when nothing could be learned after the first login) when
the market was up on the previous Friday than when it was down.
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3.4 Combined Effects of Curiosity and Motivated Attention

We can now integrate the insights that curiosity is stronger for questions that have greater importance,

salience, or potential for epiphany and that motivated attention depends on the valence of possible answers.

These factors contribute to the desire for information.

Proposition 1 Suppose utility takes the form of Equation (7), and take as an ancillary assumption that the

marginal increase in attention due to surprise δj is independent of the salience σj and the importance γj .

Suppose, additionally, that there are no subsequent actions available to the decision maker (so that we can

disregard the instrumental value of information). For a given question Qi, each of the following conditions

implies that D̂i > Di (i.e., the desire for information answering the question will be increased):

1. for some pairwise dependent question Qj∗ (i.e., some Qj∗ with πij∗ 6= πi · πj∗ , perhaps Qi itself),

we change the salience from σj∗ to σ̂j∗ > σj∗ , while maintaining the importance of all pairwise

dependent questions Qj , γ̂j ≥ γj;

2. we transform π to π̂ by changing some prize x∗ ∈ X to x̂∗ such that for all pairwise dependent

questions Qj , γ̂j ≥ γj with at least one such inequality strict;

3. we transform π to π̂ by changing some pairwise dependent answerA∗ν ∈ Aν (for which πiν(Ai, A
∗
ν) 6=

πi(Ai) · πν(A∗ν)) to Â∗ν such that vν(Â∗ν) > vν(A∗ν) and for all pairwise dependent questions Qj ,

γ̂j ≥ γj; or

4. we change a set of beliefs π to π̂ such that for some questionQν with vν($ν) ≥ 0 for all$ν ∈ ∆(Aν),

π̂i ν 6= π̂i · π̂ν and π = π̂−ν · π̂ν , and for all pairwise dependent questions Qj , γ̂j ≥ γj;

Condition 1 in Proposition 1 implies that increasing the salience of a question will increase the desire for

information addressing it (i.e., answering a related question or perhaps the given question itself), holding

all else equal. Condition 2 implies that increasing the (material) importance of a question (by changing

the prizes that may be received, depending on the answer) will also increase the desire for information

addressing it. Condition 3 implies that changing a relevant answer to one with higher valence, while not

decreasing the (intrinsic/implicit) importance of related questions, will do the same. Finally, Condition 4

implies that increasing the number of related questions, about which beliefs are necessarily positive or at

least neutral, also has the same effect. The proof is in the appendix.

An immediate implication of this result (Condition 4) is that a single independent question with uni-

formly non-negative valence answers attracts a positive desire for information, as this desire has necessarily

increased from none at all.

Corollary 1 Suppose, as in Proposition 1, that utility takes the form of Equation (7) and that there are

no subsequent actions available to the decision maker. If belief about question Qi is independent of other

beliefs, π = π−i ·πi, and only answers with non-negative valence are considered possible, vi(Ai) ≥ 0 (and,

of course, πi(Ai) < 1) for all Ai ∈ supp(πi), then information answering this question would be sought,

Di > 0.
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Corollary 1 tells us that when answering a question poses no threat to utility, as would be true for a purely

‘intellectual’ question (e.g., whether a particular tree is an oak or an elm), people generally want the in-

formation. On the other hand, when acquiring information might lead to negative beliefs, individuals may

choose to avoid this information.

Conditions for Information Avoidance

Empirical studies have revealed strong evidence consistent with the idea that people tend to seek out in-

formation likely to confirm suspicions that their objective situation is favorable, and to avoid information

most likely confirming that their objective situation is unfavorable.16 For example, willingness to pay for an

assessment of one’s IQ or beauty (relative to others) increases as one’s subjective prior belief about this as-

sessment becomes more favorable (Eil and Rao, 2011; Möbius et al., 2011; Burks et al., 2013). Conversely,

willingness to pay to avoid testing for a herpes infection is greater for the more dreaded type 2 infection than

for type 1 (Ganguly and Tasoff, 2015). That is, as we predict in Proposition 1 (Condition 3), the desire for

information increases as the valence of anticipated outcomes increases. Benabou and Tirole’s (2002) model

of self-confidence and Köszegi’s (2006) model of ego utility both make the opposite prediction. They pre-

dict that people would have greater desire for information about themselves when they hold negative beliefs

about themselves than when they hold positive beliefs about themselves because information may prompt

an individual to change a prior belief. While the logic is intuitive, the research just reviewed suggests that

this is not typically the case.

Also consistent with our prediction, empirical research on the ‘ostrich effect’ shows that holders of port-

folios who have internet access tend to look up the value of their portfolio – figuratively to “shake their

piggy-bank” – when markets are up, but not when they are down (Galai and Sade, 2006; Karlsson et al.,

2009; Cai and Meyer, 2013). Karlsson et al. propose an account of the ostrich that relies on the insight

that knowing has greater impact on utility than merely suspecting. Similarly, our account follows from the

assumption that learning the definitive answer to a question raises the attention weight placed on that ques-

tion, at least initially. Over the long run, knowing an answer with certainty may allow the attention weight

to diminish, but when the answer is first discovered definitively, there is an immediate boost in attention,

and this tends to dominate decision making. More generally, our assumption that surprise contributes to

attention weight means that whenever the judged subjective probability of answers to a question changes,

this updated belief is accompanied by an immediate boost in attention weight, which gives the resulting

belief more impact on utility.

Thus, acquiring information to more clearly resolve negative beliefs involves a tradeoff. While informa-

tion would reduce expected entropy and thereby increase utility through improved clarity, it may also lead to

increased attention weight placed on beliefs that decrease utility – i.e, that operate through valence. When

beliefs are sufficiently negative, a person may prefer to avoid information. Thus, we predict that as the in-
16In psychology experiments investigating the “observing response,” people typically seek out information that signals upcom-

ing rewards, but subjects sometimes desire information about bad news, while other times they prefer not to receive such information
(Lieberman et al., 1997; Fantino and Silberberg, 2010). Similarly, even rats, pigeons, and monkeys persistently observe reward-
indicating cues even when their observations have no effect on the reward rate (Prokasy, 1956; Hendry, 1969; Bromberg-Martin
and Hikosaka, 2009), while animals generally tend to avoid bad news (see, for example, Jenkins and Boakes, 1973). Of course,
animals exhibiting a conditioned response to the pleasures and pains of information are not aware, as some human subjects may be,
of the belief resolution effect.
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trinsic valence of a negative belief gets worse, a typical person (and especially one who is short-sighted) will

be less inclined to obtain relevant information. The findings that women with breast cancer symptoms which

are getting worse delay longer in seeing a physician than those whose symptoms are steady or disappearing

(Caplan, 1995), as do women who had a family member with breast cancer (Meechan et al., 2002), support

this prediction.

The pattern of behavior predicted by the model is a clear desire for information relating to positive or

neutral beliefs but a desire for or against information with negative repercussions depending on the tradeoff

between greater clarity on the one hand and greater attention weight on negative valence on the other.

Notably, the tradeoff in deciding whether to acquire information relating to negative beliefs may depend

on the prior attention weight. If the marginal increase in attention due to surprise δi is independent of

the salience σi and importance γi, then it follows from our utility representation (in Equation (7)) that

as the salience or the importance of a question increases, the threshold at which a person prefers to avoid

information shifts to increasingly negative beliefs. (See Condition 1 in Proposition 1.) For example, subjects

in two laboratory studies were more likely to obtain information about an unchosen gamble (despite the

possibility of regret) when this gamble was made more salient, either by providing a clue about the outcome

or by determining the outcome but keeping it hidden from the subjects (van Dijk and Zeelenberg, 2007).

Falk and Zimmermann (2014) designed a clever laboratory experiment to test our prediction. Subjects

in two conditions chose whether to obtain costless information about whether they would receive fifteen

minutes later a series of electric shocks – anticipation of the shocks clearly being a negative belief. In one

condition subjects could distract themselves by playing a quiz game, thus decreasing the salience of the

question of whether they would receive the shocks. In the control condition no distraction was available, so

the possibility of impending shocks remained highly salient. Consistent with our theory, when the possibility

of receiving electric shocks was more salient subjects were much more likely to obtain the information.

Similarly, we might hypothetically expect a person to choose not to obtain a costless medical test so that she

may avoid thinking about the possibility that she is sick, but if the test had been conducted and the doctor

knew the results and especially if the patient was meeting with the doctor with no opportunity to find a

distraction, the patient might then prefer to be informed of the test results.17

3.5 Example: Genetic Testing

We can apply our framework to a decision whether to get a medical test, for example, and it gives us a

new perspective on Oster et al.’s (2013) findings about the propensity for genetic testing for Huntington’s

Disease (HD). We begin by describing an individual’s cognitive state before getting tested. The activated

question that we will focus on is Q, “Do I have the HD gene?” The answer to this question has implications

for a wide range of material outcomes, but we might summarize the relevant material outcomes by lifespan

T and consumption stream C(t), i.e., we make the gross oversimplification X = {T, C(t)}. Of course,

an individual’s lifespan and future consumption are both uncertain (and may even depend in part on future

choices, such as when to seek medical attention or when to retire), so the individual has prior belief π about
17If we weaken the ancillary assumption to allow attention weight to have increasing differences in (δi, σi) and in (δi, γi) (as

seems more intuitive), then we lose predictive power about the threshold for the ostrich effect, but we can still conclude that for
questions associated with positive or at least neutral beliefs, the desire for information should get stronger as the salience or the
importance of a question increases.
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the probability of having the HD gene along with various possible lifespans and consumption streams. (The

probability of having the gene is p = πQ(yes) and the probability of not having the gene is 1− p = πQ(no),

and the probability distribution for lifespan T and consumption stream C(t) is dependent on that answer.)

But, while the answer to the activated question Q and the material outcomes X are both uncertain, we have

assumed that the individual is aware of the question about the HD gene, whereas she may not be thinking

specifically about her lifespan or future consumption. The uncertainty about whether she has the HD gene

presents an information gap, and she pays attention to it. Factors that affect the amount of attention weight

w on this question (i.e., its salience, its importance, and surprise following new information) then affect

whether (and at what cost) genetic testing will be pursued.

Essentially, getting genetic testing changes the individual’s cognitive state. With probability p the new

cognitive state is defined by belief πyes (in which the probability of having the gene is 1 and the probability

distribution over possible lifespans and future consumption streams is updated accordingly) and attention

weight wyes (which is an increase in attention commensurate with the surprise associated with the change

in belief). With probability 1− p the new cognitive state is defined by belief πno and attention weight wno,

analogously. We posit that the desirability of the genetic testing is the expected utility of this new cognitive

state minus the utility of the prior cognitive state. This change in utility can be decomposed into three parts,

which we call instrumental value, motivated attention, and curiosity.

The instrumental value of genetic testing refers to the utility of future choices conditioned on knowing

the test results minus the utility of future choices made without knowing the test results. Even though there

is no cure for the disease, knowing that one has it has a significant impact on decisions such as whether

to have children, when to retire, how much to save, how to invest, and whether to get or stay married

(Oster et al., 2013). Standard economic arguments show that additional information can only improve

decision making. Thus, the instrumental value of genetic testing is necessarily positive. The fact that

genetic testing is rare despite little economic cost (Oster et al., 2013) suggests that one of the other sources

of utility (motivated attention, we believe) is negative and significant. However, the instrumental value of

medical testing cannot be ignored. If there were a medical treatment that would cure HD, genetic testing

would no doubt be commonplace precisely because the information would be so instrumentally valuable in

determining whether treatment was necessary.

Motivated attention to avoid genetic testing refers to the expected loss in utility associated with paying

more attention to the belief about the HD gene in the cognitive state that arises after finding out the test

result than in the prior cognitive state. Any change in belief attracts attention due to surprise. The less likely

the individual considers having the HD gene to be, the more surprising it would be if the test does indeed

reveal the gene. A “positive” test result would lead to a very negative belief, and having to think more about

this negative belief would be very unpleasant. On the other hand, finding out that one does not have the gene

would be a relief (certainly a gain in utility relative to one’s prior expectation), but the belief might better be

characterized as lacking negative valence rather than being intrinsically positive. The ex-ante expectation

is that the new cognitive state will have lower utility because it will possibly involve thinking more about

the unpleasant state of actually having the HD gene. (The new cognitive state will in the long run (after

surprise wears off and importance diminishes with certainty) actually involve less thinking about having (or
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not having) the HD gene, but people are rarely sophisticated enough to foresee such adaptation. Moreover,

the expectation of a loss in utility may not even be a conscious expectation but could arise as a learned

response to situations in which one may find out bad news.) This is the key reason, we suggest, that genetic

testing for the HD gene is rare.

Even though the overall level of genetic testing is infrequent, the rate of testing increases after symptoms

of HD pop up (Oster et al., 2013). Oster et al. interpret this pattern as evidence of a correlation in the ex-ante

risk of having HD and the propensity to get the test. Such a correlation could be accommodated in our model

(because higher ex-ante probability of having HD implies that a positive test result would be less surprising

and would thus lead to a smaller boost in attention on the bad news), but is not necessarily predicted by the

model (because higher ex-ante risk also implies that bad news is more likely, so we have a countervailing

effect as well). More fundamentally, though, the information-gap framework gives us a new perspective in

which attention matters as much as probabilities, and this perspective calls into question whether the pattern

of increased testing after symptoms arise really has to do with the ex-ante probability of having HD.

Observing a symptom of HD (or its absence) is itself an instance of acquiring information, which affects

both the perceived probability of having HD and the attention to that possibility. In our framework, we could

model the daily opportunities to observe symptoms (or the lack thereof) as a series of activated questions,

Qi, “Do I have a symptom on day i?”. Having symptoms is obviously highly correlated with having the

disease, but symptoms take time to manifest, so on any particular day i the probability of answering “yes”

to question Qi is low. This means that when a symptom pops up, it will produce a significant increase in

the probability of having HD and it will be quite surprising, thus attracting extra attention to question Q.

The extra attention could have two consequences: First, if there is a diminishing marginal impact of surprise

on attention, it would weaken the marginal impact of additional surprise and thus weaken the impact of

motivated attention as a reason to avoid testing (i.e., a person might think, “now that I’m worried I might

have the disease, I can’t avoid thinking about it, so I might as well find out”). Second, it would increase

curiosity to find out if one has the disease (i.e., people would find it uncomfortable to wonder whether they

have the disease, and the more they have to think about not knowing, the more curious they would be to find

out). After observing a series of days without symptoms, by the same logic, the probability of having HD

will have gradually decreased pretty significantly and none of these observations will be very surprising; so

there would not be a large increase in attention to question Q. While a correlation in probability of having

HD and propensity to test would suggest that patients in this situation exhibit even lower rates of testing, the

data show no systematic variation in testing rates as asymptomatic individuals age (Oster et al., 2013).

The hypothesized belief-resolution effect offers us an additional testable prediction as well. If the rela-

tionship between observing symptoms and getting tested is due to changes in attention rather than changes

in beliefs about the probability of having the gene, then it follows that individuals forced to wait a period

of time after discovering symptoms before they could get tested (i.e., individuals who could adapt to the

change in their circumstances) would be less inclined to get tested.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a framework for making sense of a wide range of phenomena involving the demand

for, or in some cases desire to avoid obtaining, information. The standard account of the economics of
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information, which assumes that information is only desired to the extent that it enhances decision making,

leaves out many, if not most, of the diverse reasons why people seek out or avoid information, including pure

curiosity and the desire to savor good news and avoid bad news. Recent work by economists has addressed

some of these motives (e.g., Caplin and Leahy, 2001; Benabou and Tirole, 2002; Brunnermeier and Parker,

2005; Köszegi, 2006; Benabou, 2013), but the framework proposed here is, to the best of our knowledge,

the first to integrate a wide range of these motives in a unified theory.

One fundamental assumption of our model is that uncertainty has intrinsic costs (leading to the desire

for clarity). Flipped around, we could say that knowledge has intrinsic value (Karlsson et al., 2004). Con-

ventional economic theory can certainly accommodate choices to devote significant time, money, and effort

to developing knowledge that is unlikely to confer any material benefits. One could posit, for example,

that the wine connoisseur develops expertise because it improves the consumption experience – i.e., that,

in effect, the connoisseur and the novice are consuming different wine, even if the label on the bottle is

the same. However, while such an approach could, in principle, accommodate almost any observed pattern

of preference for knowledge, it seems much more parsimonious to accept knowledge as a direct source of

utility. We would accept that, for example, a wine drinker would prefer to know whether she was drinking

a merlot or a shiraz even if she were indifferent between the two wines. She would like to know how those

two wines differed in taste, even if it did not help her to make better choices between wines or provide any

kind of grist for bragging about her knowledge.

We make use of our information-gap framework to develop a model that provides a range of testable

implications. We summarize these predictions here:

H1 Non-instrumental information tends to be desired whenever it will result in non-negative beliefs, i.e.,

beliefs an individual does not mind thinking about. Such information tends to be more desirable if

it pertains to a greater number of activated questions, to more important questions, to more salient

questions, or to questions with uniformly higher-valence answers.

H2 Information that may result in negative beliefs may be avoided, but increasing the salience of a ques-

tion, increasing its material importance, or uniformly increasing the valence of the answers makes

avoidance of information less prevalent.18

H3 Individuals who discount the future less should be more likely to expose themselves to information

relating to negative beliefs.19

H4 Anticipation that receipt of information will occur, especially in a context that makes it highly salient,

motivates people to invest (time, effort, or money) in increasing its expected valence.

18The hypothesis that increasing the salience or the material importance of a question weakens the ostrich effect relies on the
ancillary assumption that the effect of surprise on attention is independent of salience and of importance. The ostrich effect could
strengthen if salience or importance amplifies surprise.

19While we have not built time discounting explicitly into our formal model, it would be straightforward to consider the utility
of distinct cognitive states in two distinct periods after discovering information – both before and after adapting to it. We could
represent the desire for information as the expected utility gain (or loss) associated with discovering the information plus a dis-
counted expected utility gain (or loss) associated with adapting to the information (as surprise fades and importance is updated).
The discount factor here should include both time discounting and an indicator function for awareness that adaptation occurs. In
our formal model, we have in effect assumed this discount factor to be zero, as if people generally are unaware of adaptation.
Hypothesis H3 recognizes that such an assumption is extreme.
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The model also has implications about the hedonic consequences of information acquisition. These impli-

cations could in principle be tested if we had measures of hedonic states, which could take the form of, for

example, self reports, brain measurements, facial coding, or even physiological measurements.

H5 To the degree that people do not anticipate the decline in attention after learning an answer (the belief

resolution effect), satisfying curiosity is disappointing; the initial motivation to gain the information

is disproportionate to the pleasure gained from it.

H6 Acquiring information relating to negative beliefs actually improves long-term well-being. In the

case of positive beliefs, resolving uncertainty may actually shorten the duration of the enjoyment of

the belief.

H7 If one can anticipate that a latent, meaningful question has non-negative valence answers, then acti-

vating the question and learning the answer leaves one better off than not being aware of the question

in the first place.

Although our framework introduces an extensive new apparatus, including the concepts of questions,

answers and attention weights, it can help to shed light not only on information acquisition and avoidance

but on other phenomena as well. In a companion paper (Golman, Loewenstein and Gurney, 2015) we

argue that the information-gap concept also underlies an alternative account of risk and ambiguity aversion

(and seeking) that is conceptually different from, and has different testable implications from, the usual

account of risk aversion involving loss aversion and the usual account of ambiguity aversion involving vague

probabilities. Salient information gaps can either increase or decrease preference for uncertain gambles

depending on whether it is painful or pleasurable to think about the information one is missing.

Our theory provides a perspective that makes sense of a wide range of informational phenomena that

have already been documented but not adequately explained, such as the ostrich effect for unpleasant infor-

mation. In addition, it provides a range of novel testable predictions, such as that people will be willing to

pay for non-instrumental information specifically when it addresses salient information gaps – e.g., when

they become aware they are missing information that is immediately available or possessed by another per-

son in their immediate proximity. In future research we, and we hope other researchers, will test these

predictions empirically, refine the proposed theory, and think up other testable implications.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1

Conditions 1 and 2 imply that attention weight has been made stronger on some pairwise dependent question
Qj∗ , ŵ0

j∗ > w0
j∗ , and no weaker on other pairwise dependent questionsQj , ŵ0

j ≥ w0
j . Similarly, condition 3

implies that the valence of some answer has increased while the attention weight on all pairwise dependent
questions has not decreased. We can consider all three of these cases together, being careful to distinguish
(if and) how π̂ differs from π in each case.

We can apply properties that characterize the utility function (see Golman and Loewenstein, 2015).
First, using label independence, we define a transformed value with v̂X(x∗) = vX(x̂∗) under condition 2
and v̂ν(A∗ν) = vν(Â∗ν) under condition 3, allowing us to maintain π̂ = π. Using Equation (2) we then write

D̂i −Di =
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)
(
û(πAi , ŵAi)− u(πAi ,wAi)

)
−
(
û(π0, ŵ0)− u(π0,w0)

)
, (8)

where the terms representing instrumental value have vanished by assumption. We expand the utility func-
tions according to Equation (7) and group terms in a utility difference

û(π, ŵ)− u(π,w) = πX(x∗) (v̂X(x∗)− vX(x∗)) + ŵν πν(A∗ν) (v̂ν(A∗ν)− vν(A∗ν)) +
m∑
j=1

(ŵj − wj)
( ∑
Aj∈Aj

πj(Aj)vj(Aj) −H(πj)

)
.

The ancillary assumption that the marginal increase in attention due to surprise δj is independent of the
salience σj and the importance γj tells us that ŵAij −ŵ0

j = wAij −w0
j or equivalently ŵAij −w

Ai
j = ŵ0

j −w0
j .

This allows us to extract a common factor of ŵ0
j − w0

j in the last term of the expansion of Equation (8):

D̂i −Di =

 ∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)π
Ai
X (x∗) − π0X(x∗)

 (v̂X(x∗)− vX(x∗)) +

 ∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai) ŵ
Ai
ν πAiν (A∗ν) − ŵ0

ν π
0
ν(A∗ν)

 (v̂ν(A∗ν)− vν(A∗ν)) +

m∑
j=1

(ŵ0
j − w0

j )

 ∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)

 ∑
Aj∈Aj

(
πAij (Aj)− π0j (Aj)

)
vj(Aj) −H(πAij ) +H(π0j )

 .

We now simplify by applying the law of total probability on each line. The first line vanishes entirely, and
the second and third lines reduce to

D̂i −Di =
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)π
Ai
ν (A∗ν)

(
ŵAiν − ŵ0

ν

)
(v̂ν(A∗ν)− vν(A∗ν)) +

m∑
j=1

(ŵ0
j − w0

j )

H(π0j )−
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)H(πAij )

 .

In conditions 1 and 2, v̂ν = vν , so the first line vanishes. Condition 3 specified that vν(Â∗ν) > vν(A∗ν), and
because surprise can only increase attention weight we know that ŵAiν − ŵ0

ν ≥ 0, with the inequality strict
for some Ai (specifically, for the Ai satisfying πiν(Ai, A

∗
ν) 6= πi(Ai) · πν(A∗ν)). Thus, in condition 3 the
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sum in the first line is strictly positive. Conditioning on the answer Ai strictly decreases (in expectation)
the entropy of the belief about a pairwise dependent question Qj∗ , i.e., H(π0j∗)−

∑
Ai
π0i (Ai)H(πAij∗ ) > 0.

With ŵ0
j∗ > w0

j∗ in conditions 1 and 2, this second sum is strictly positive. (In condition 3, we know only
that it is non-negative because the latter inequality is weak.) Thus, in all three of these conditions, D̂i > Di.

We now turn to condition 4. It specifies that importance of pairwise dependent questions does not
decrease. We have just shown that increased importance of some pairwise dependent question can only
increase the desire for information. We now consider the case that importance, and thus the prior attention
weight w0, has not been changed by the transformation π → π̂ specified by condition 4. Recognizing that
π̂0j = π0j for all j, we have u(π̂0,w0) = u(π0,w0) (again using Equation (7)), and the change in the desire
for information simplifies as

D̂i −Di =
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)
(
u(π̂Ai , ŵAi)− u(πAi ,wAi)

)
. (9)

Only the updated belief about question Qν (conditioning on Ai) and the surprise associated with this belief
differ under the transformation in condition 4, so

u(π̂Ai , ŵAi)− u(πAi ,wAi) =
(
ŵAiν − wAiν

)
vν(π̂Aiν ) +

wAiν

( ∑
Aν∈Aν

(
π̂Aiν (Aν)− πAiν (Aν)

)
vν(Aν) −H(π̂Aiν ) +H(πAiν )

)
.

Plugging this into Equation (9) and simplifying with the law of total probability, we obtain

D̂i −Di =
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)
[(
ŵAiν − wAiν

)
vν(π̂Aiν ) + wAiν

(
H(πAiν )−H(π̂Aiν )

)]
(10)

We know ŵAiν ≥ wAiν because there may be surprise about question Qν after learning Ai when these
questions are pairwise dependent, but there is no surprise about Qν when these questions are independent,
and surprise only increases attention weight. Moreover, condition 4 specified that vν(·) ≥ 0, so the first
term inside the brackets in Equation (10) is nonnegative. When the questions are pairwise independent,
conditioning on Ai does not change the belief about Qν , so πAiν = π0ν = π̂0ν . Conditioning on the answer
Ai strictly decreases (in expectation) the entropy of the belief about a pairwise dependent question, so∑

Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)H(π̂Aiν ) < H(π̂0ν) =
∑
Ai∈Ai

π0i (Ai)H(πAiν ).

Thus, returning to Equation (10), we conclude D̂i > Di.
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